I hasten to add that I do no consider this notion to be wrong but rather to be more problematic than is often assumed. And like most problems it also provides an opportunity to reconsider the way we talk about, and conceptualize the groups envisaged in the sectarian literature. Here I offer some thoughts on the question of the scribal nature of Dead Sea sectarian exegesis.
The prevalence of the notion of a generically scribal exegesis in Qumran scholarship dawned on me within a particular context. My doctoral research has focussed on the question of the textual variety exhibited by the passages of Greek Jewish scripture that Paul cites in his letters.
2 An influential strand of Pauline scholars hold that Paul was unaware of the different text-forms whose wording his citations variously presuppose. They express the question (and their answer to it) in terms of Paul's access to scrolls. They reason that Paul, tramping around Asia Minor, could not have accessed and compared multiple copies of the same biblical work in order to cite a preferred text-form of a given passage.
3 Significantly, D.-A. Koch and M. Hengel's disagreement on this point revolves around the question of whether Paul was a scribe. 4 Both implicitly agree that only a scribe could have been aware of multiple text-forms of a given biblical work.
The general attitude to Dead Sea sectarian exegetes is distinct. Many Qumran scholars have observed that the sectarian exegetes who composed the Pesharim and other exegetical literature made use of multiple 'versions' of the same biblical passage. The 'scribes' of Qumran are deemed naturally to have been able to compare multiple copies of a work in their library or their scriptorium. The same reasoning presumably underlies K. Stendahl's (1967) proposition of the scribal
